The paper considers epistemic properties of linear communication chains. It describes a sound and complete logical system that, in addition to the standard axioms of S5 in a multi-modal language, contains two non-trivial axioms that capture the linear structure of communication chains.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study epistemic properties of linear communication protocols that we call communication chains. An example of such a protocol is the Telephone game 1 depicted in Figure 1 : person P picks a random four-letter word a and communicates it to Q. Person Q changes at most one letter in a, and communicates it to person R as b. Finally, R again changes at most one letter in b and communicates it to S as c. For instance, sequence (a, b, c) could be (byte, bite, cite). We refer to such a sequence as a run of the protocol. Note that anyone who knows the value of message a on the run r1 = (byte, bite, cite) will be able to conclude that c = book. We say that channel a on run r1 "knows" that c = book and write it as r1 2a(c = book). Note also that anyone who knows the value of a on the run r1 will also be able to conclude that anyone knowing the value of b on the same run will be able to conclude that c = book. We write this as r1 2a2 b (c = book).
Formulas that are true on one run might not be true on another run of the same protocol. For example, if r2 = (toon, torn, tort), then r2 2a(c = book) since a person who only knows the value of a on run r2 cannot distinguish this run from (toon, boon, book). One can consider statements that are true on any run of the Telephone game protocol. Examples of such statements are: 1 This game is also known as Chinese Whispers, Grapevine, Broken Telephone, Whisper Down the Lane, and Gossip.
2a(c = book) → 2 b (c = book).
The first of these statements is true due to the symmetry of the Telephone game: if (a, b, c) is a run then (c, b, a) is also a run. This property is not necessarily true for all protocols. The second statement, although it is written in the language specific to the Telephone game, can be stated in the form which is true on each run of each protocol over the communication chain depicted in Figure 1 :
where pc is an arbitrary atomic proposition about the value of the message c. In this paper we study that type of "universal" statements that are true on each run of each protocol. As we will see later, runs can be viewed as Kripke worlds, so all formulas provable in multi-modal version of S5 are "universal" statements in our sense. In addition to S5 theorems, however, our logical system included many facts that reflect the linear structure of the communication chain. The above formula (1) is one of them. Other, less obvious examples are:
where ϕ and ψ are arbitrary formulas and 3c, as usual in modal logic, stands for ¬2c¬. We will prove soundness of these principles in Section 4.
The main result of this paper is a sound and complete axiomatization of all properties that are true on each run of each protocol of a given communication chain.
A communication chain can also be interpreted as a timeline. Then, formula 2 k ϕ means that anyone, who has complete information about a moment k in history, knows that ϕ is true. For example, one can say,
22012(In the past, dinosaurs roamed the Earth) →

22011(In the past, dinosaurs roamed the Earth).
This interpretation connects our work with other works on axiomatizations reasoning about time [2, 3, 8, 10, 11] . These works, however, are very different from ours in the syntax and semantics that they use. Properties like the the three formulas above cannot be expressed in their language.
Epistemic logic for reasoning about communication graphs, in a language significantly different from ours, was proposed by Pacuit and Parikh [9] . They prove decidability of their logical system, but do not give a complete explicit axiomatization.
This work is also connected to works on information flow on graphs [1, 4, 5, 6, 7] , that study properties of nondeducibility, functional dependency, and fault tolerance predicates. Unlike these works, this paper is using modal language. We discuss possible generalization of our work to arbitrary communication graphs in the conclusion.
SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS
In the informal discussion above, we have implicitly assumed that communication chains have finite length. In the formal presentation through the rest of the paper we consider infinite chains whose communication channels are labeled by consecutive integer numbers (see Figure 2 ). This is done in order to simplify our presentation. Our results still hold for finite chains. Furthermore, any finite chain can be viewed as an infinite chain in which a fixed default message is sent through a cofinite number of channels.
We also assume that for each k ∈ Z there is a (possibly infinite) set P k of "atomic propositions" about channel k and that sets P k and Pm are disjoint for each k = m.
Next we define formulas in our language. The set of all formulas will be denoted by Φ(Z). By Φ(A) we denote the set of formulas whose "outermost" modalities have form 2 k for some k ∈ A and "outermost" atomic propositions belong to P k for some k ∈ A. Thus, for example,
We assume that the boolean connectives ∧, ∨, and ¬ are defined through → and ⊥ in the standard way. As common in modal logic, by 3 k ϕ we denote formula ¬2 k ¬ϕ.
In the Telephone game example in the introduction, we have assumed that all messages are four-letter words. In general, we will allow each channel k to have its own set of possible values V k . In the same example, we have assumed that each person changes at most one letter in the word. In general, we assume that there are local conditions that specify relations between values of the adjacent channels. In addition, for any k ∈ Z, any v ∈ V k , and any p ∈ P k , we use predicate T r(v, p) to specify if an atomic proposition p is "true" when the value of the channel k is v.
T r is a binary predicate such that
Next is the core definition of this paper. It formally defines the semantics of the modality 2 k .
Definition 4. For any given protocol
we define relation between an arbitrary run r of the protocol P and an arbitrary formula ϕ ∈ Φ(Z) as follows:
Note that relation r (k) = r(k) between runs r and r is an equivalence relation. Thus, the set of all runs of any given protocol acts as a set of possible worlds of an S5 Kripke frame.
AXIOMS
Our logical system is an extension of the multi-modal version of S5 by additional properties that deal with atomic propositions and topological structure of the communication chain. As will be shown in the next section, the traditional transitivity and S5 axioms of the modal logic S5 follow from a more general 2 Self-Awareness axiom below.
and max(A) ≤ k ≤ min(B).
We write ϕ if ϕ ∈ Φ(Z) is provable from the axioms above and propositional tautologies in the language Φ(Z) using the Modus Ponens inference rule and the Necessitation inference rule:
We write X ϕ if ϕ is provable from the theorems of our system and the additional set of axioms X using only Modus Ponens inference rule.
EXAMPLES
Soundness of our logical system will be shown in the next section. Here we give several examples of proofs in our formal system.
Proof. Note that 2 k ϕ ∈ Φ({k}). Thus, by the SelfAwareness axiom,
Proof. Note that 3 k ϕ ∈ Φ({k}). Thus, by the SelfAwareness axiom,
Proof. Note that 3nϕ ∈ Φ({n}). Thus, by the Gateway axiom, 2 k 3nϕ → 2m3nϕ.
Proof. Note that 2nϕ ∈ Φ({n}). Hence, by the Gateway axiom,
Proof. Note that 2 k ϕ ∈ Φ({k}) and 2nψ ∈ Φ({n}). Hence, by the Disjunction axiom,
At the same time, by the Reflexivity axiom, 2 k ϕ → ϕ. Hence, by the Necessitation rule, 2m(2 k ϕ → ϕ). Thus, by the Distributivity axiom, 2m2 k ϕ → 2mϕ. One can similarly show that 2m2nψ → 2mψ. Therefore, from Statement (2), 2m(2 k ϕ ∨ 2nψ) → (2mϕ ∨ 2mψ).
SOUNDNESS
Soundness of propositional tautologies and the Modus Ponens inference rule is straightforward. We will prove soundness of the Necessitation rule and of the remaining five axioms as separate lemmas.
Lemma 1 (necessitation).
If r ϕ for any run r of any protocol, then r 2 k ϕ for any run r of any protocol.
Proof. Consider any run r. It will be sufficient to show that r ϕ for each r such that r (k) = r(k), which is true due to the assumption of the lemma.
Lemma 2 (distributivity). For any run r of a proto-
Proof. Let r be any run of P such that r (k) = r(k). We will show that r ψ. Indeed, by the first assumption, r ϕ → ψ. By the second assumption, r ϕ. Therefore, by Definition 4, r ψ.
Lemma 3 (reflexivity)
. For any run r of a protocol P , if r 2 k ϕ, then r ϕ.
Proof. Lemma follows from Definition 4 and the fact that r(k) = r(k).
In the proofs of the soundness of the next three axioms, we use the following auxiliary lemma: Proof. Induction on structural complexity of formula ϕ. If ϕ ≡ ⊥, then the required follows from Definition 4.
If ϕ ≡ p ∈ Pa is an atomic proposition for some a ∈ A, then r p, by Definition 4 is equivalent to T r(r(a), p) .
At the same time, T r(r(a), p) is equivalent to T r(r (a), p)
due to the assumption that r(a) = r (a). Finally, again by Definition 4, T r(r (a), p) is equivalent to r p. If ϕ ≡ ϕ1 → ϕ2, then r ϕ1 → ϕ2 is equivalent to disjunction of r ϕ1 and r ϕ2 by Definition 4. The disjunction, by the Induction Hypothesis, is equivalent to the disjunction of r ϕ1 and r ϕ2. Which, in turn, is equivalent to r ϕ1 → ϕ2 by Definition 4. Finally, assume that ϕ ≡ 2aψ for some a ∈ A. Without loss of generality, we suppose r 2aψ and will prove r 2aψ. Indeed, let r be any run of the protocol such that r (a) = r (a). It will be sufficient to show that r ψ. Note that r (a) = r (a) = r(a). Thus, r ψ due to the assumption r 2aψ and Definition 4.
Lemma 5 (self-awareness). For any run r of a protocol P , any k ∈ Z, and any ϕ ∈ Φ({k}), if r ϕ, then r 2 k (ϕ).
Proof. Consider any run r such that r (k) = r(k). It will be sufficient to show that r ϕ, which is true due to the assumption r ϕ and Lemma 4.
Lemma 6 (gateway). For any A ⊆ Z, any ϕ ∈ Φ(A), any run r, and any
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that k < n ≤ min(A). Let r be any run such that r(n) = r (n). We will show that r ϕ. Indeed, consider function r + (x) on Z such that
We will show that r + is a run of the protocol. It trivially satisfies local conditions Lx for all x = n. To show that local condition Ln is satisfied notice that Ln(r + (n − 1), r + (n)) is equivalent to Ln(r(n − 1), r (n)). Then it is also equivalent to Ln(r(n − 1), r(n)) due to the assumption r(n) = r (n). Statement Ln(r(n − 1), r(n)) is true because r is a run of the protocol.
Note that r + (k) = r(k) by the assumption k < n. Thus, r + ϕ by the assumption r 2 k ϕ. Hence, r ϕ by Lemma 4 and due to the fact that r + (a) = r (a) for each a ∈ A.
Lemma 7 (disjunction). For any A, B ⊆ Z, any ϕ ∈ Φ(A), any ψ ∈ Φ(B), any run r, and any integer
Proof. Suppose that r 2 k ϕ ∨ 2 k ψ. Thus, by Definition 4, r 2 k ϕ and r 2 k ψ. Hence, by Definition 4, there are runs r1 and r2 where r1(k) = r(k) = r2(k) such that r1 ϕ and r2 ψ.
Consider function r + (x) on Z such that
This function is well defined since r1(k) = r2(k). It satisfies local conditions of the protocol since runs r1 and r2 do. 
COMPLETENESS
In this section we will prove the completeness of our logical system with respect to the semantics defined above. We start with two technical lemmas.
Proof. It will be sufficient to prove that
by the Distributivity axiom.
Lemma 9. For any disjoint subsets A ⊆ Z, B ⊆ Z, any family of formulas {ϕi}i∈A∪B, and any
Proof. Note the the following formula is a propositional tautology in our language:
Hence, by the Necessitation Rule,
Thus, by the Distributivity axiom,
Therefore,
by the Disjunction axiom.
Theorem 1. If ϕ, then there is a protocol P and a run r of the protocol P such that r ϕ.
Proof. Assume that ϕ. Let X0 be a maximal and consistent subset of Φ(Z) containing ¬ϕ. Let X be the set of all maximal consistent subsets of Φ(Z).
Lemma 10. For any X ∈ X and any ψ such that
Proof. We will first show that the following set is consistent: {σ ∈ Φ({k}) | σ ∈ X} ∪ {¬ψ}. Indeed, let there be σ1, . . . , σn ∈ Φ({k}) ∩ X such that
By the Necessitation rule,
By multiple applications of the Distributivity axiom,
By multiple applications of the Self-Awareness axiom,
Hence, by multiple applications of the Modus Ponens rule, σ1, σ2, . . . , σn 2 k ψ. Thus, X 2 k ψ, which is a contradiction with maximality of X and the assumption 2 k ψ / ∈ X. Let Y be a maximal consistent set containing {σ ∈ Φ({k}) | σ ∈ X} ∪ {¬ψ}.
We are only left to show that if σ ∈ Y , then σ ∈ X for each σ ∈ Φ({k}). Indeed, assume that σ / ∈ X. Then, ¬σ ∈ X by the maximality of X. Hence, ¬σ ∈ Y due to the choice of Y . Therefore, σ / ∈ Y due to consistency of Y .
Lemma 11. ∼ k is an equivalence relation on X, for each k ∈ Z.
We now will define protocol P = ({V k } k∈Z , {L k } k∈Z , T r).
Definition 6. Let V k be the set of equivalence classes of X with respect to relation ∼ k .
By [X] k we mean the equivalence class of element X with respect to the equivalence relation ∼ k .
In other words, T r([X]
This concludes the definition of the protocol P .
Lemma 12. For each ψ ∈ Φ(A), any run r of the protocol P , any k ∈ Z, and any X ∈ X, if 2 k ψ ∈ X, X ∈ r(k), and
Assume now that k < n. By Ln condition, there exists Y such that Y ∈ r(n − 1) ∩ r(n). By the Induction Hypothesis, 2n−1ψ ∈ Y . Hence, by the Gateway axiom, Y 2nψ. Hence, 2nψ ∈ Y by maximality of Y . Thus, by the Definition 5, 2nψ ∈ Z for each Z ∼n Y . Therefore, 2nψ ∈ Z for each Z ∈ r(n).
Recall that value of any run r under protocol P is an equivalence class of X. Thus, ∩ r(k) is a set of formulas. We will refer to this intersection in the next lemma.
Lemma 13. For any non-empty set A ⊆ Z and any set of formulas {ψa}a∈A such that ψa ∈ Φ({a}) for each a ∈ A and any X ∈ r(k), if
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume k ≤ min(A). We will prove the lemma by induction on the size of set A.
Base Case. Suppose that A = {a0}. By Lemma 12, assuming n = a0, we have 2a 0 ψa 0 ∈ X for each X ∈ r(a0). Hence, due to maximality of the set X and the Reflexivity axiom, ψa 0 ∈ X for each X ∈ r(a0). Therefore, ψa 0 ∈ ∩ r(a0).
Induction
Step. Suppose that |A| > 1. Let X0 be any set from r(min(A)). By Lemma 12, assuming n = min(A), we have
Hence, by Lemma 9 and due to maximality of X0,
By the Disjunction axiom,
Hence, due to maximality of the set X0, one of the following statements is true:
In either case, the required follows from the Induction Hypothesis.
Lemma 14. For any non-empty set A ⊆ Z and any set of formulas {ψa}a∈A such that ψa ∈ Φ({a}) for each a ∈ A and any X ∈ r(k), if
then there is a0 ∈ A such that ψa 0 ∈ ∩ r(a0).
Proof. By Lemma 9 and due to maximality of X,
Hence, due to maximality of the set X, one of the following statements is true:
In either case, the required follows from Lemma 13.
Lemma 15. r ψ if and only if ψ ∈ ∩ r(k), for each k ∈ Z, each run r of the protocol P , and each ψ ∈ Φ({k}).
Proof. Induction on structural complexity of formula ψ. If ψ ≡ ⊥, then the required follows from consistency of the set r(k) and Definition 4. If ψ is an atomic proposition, then the required follows from Definition 8.
Assume that ψ ≡ σ → σ for some σ, σ ∈ Φ({k}). (⇒) : Suppose that r σ → σ . Thus, r σ or r σ . In the first case, by the Induction Hypothesis, σ / ∈ ∩ r(k). Hence, there is X ∈ r(k) such that σ / ∈ X. Thus, σ → σ ∈ X due to maximality of the set X. Hence, by Definition 5, σ → σ ∈ Y , for each Y ∼ k X. Therefore, σ → σ ∈ ∩ r(k).
In the second case, by the Induction Hypothesis, σ ∈ ∩ r(k). Thus, σ ∈ X for each X ∈ r(k). Hence, σ → σ ∈ X for each X ∈ r(k) due to maximality of set X. Therefore, σ → σ ∈ ∩ r(k). (⇐) : Suppose that r σ → σ . Thus, r σ and r σ . Then, by the Induction Hypothesis, σ ∈ ∩ r(k) and σ / ∈ ∩ r(k). Hence, there is X ∈ r(k) such that σ ∈ X and σ / ∈ X. Thus, by maximality of the set X and the Modus Ponens rule, σ → σ / ∈ X. Therefore, σ → σ / ∈ ∩ r(k). 
One can similarly show that
(⇐) : Suppose that 2 k σ ∈ ∩ r(k). Let r be any run of the protocol such that r(k) = r (k). We will show that r i j σ i j . Note that 2 k σ ∈ ∩ r(k) implies that 2 k σ ∈ ∩ r (k), because of the assumption r(k) = r (k). Hence, 2 k σ ∈ X for each X ∈ r (k). Thus, taking into account Statement (3),
